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Category:Otome games Category:Single-player video games Category:Webcomics in print Category:Japanese comics Category:Women in anime and mangaimport math import torch.nn.functional as F from mmcv.cnn import XYA, XYWH, XYXC from mmcv.ops import ConvModule from mmcv.utils import to_var, ones, reduce_sum class
DeformConv(ConvModule): """Downsample implementation of VGG. VGG16 uses a 3-stage cascade of ConvLayer classes: 1. `XYA`, where the input is a (3, 3, 64) volume and the output is a (3, 3, 128) volume. 2. `XYWH`, where the input is a (1, 1, 128) volume and the output is a (1, 1, 128) volume. 3. `XYXC`, where the input is a (1, 1, 128) volume and the

output is a (1, 1, 64) volume. We apply a deformation field and reduce the number of channels to 1. """ @staticmethod def forward(ctx,
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parents of children with eating disorders. This study examined the initial adoption and use of a resistance framework among a sample of mothers of children diagnosed with an eating disorder. In-depth interviews were conducted with 30 mothers of children with bulimia nervosa and/or binge eating. A thematic analysis of the interviews demonstrated that the

mothers moved through four phases of adoption and use of a resistance framework. The adoption of a resistance framework involved moving toward a resistance model, understanding resistance within the context of their relationship with their eating disorder, and finally achieving mastery of resistance. The adoption of a resistance framework was influenced by the
women's previous experiences with their children's eating disorders, the interactions they had with health professionals, and the thoughts they developed about themselves, their children, and their children's eating disorders. The adoption of a resistance framework also involved having specific milestones that the women had to reach before feeling successful in
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